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ABSTRACT
The majority of modern high performance computing systems have employed
on-chip multi-processors. As the number of on-chip cores soars, the traditional non-
scalable communication infrastructures, commonly observed as shared buses or cross-
bars, no longer accommodate the increasing communication demand by the mod-
ern multi-core chips. The newly emerging Network-On-Chip (NoC) interconnection
scheme has provided a scalable, robust and power-efficient solution that also satisfies
the requirements on both bandwidth and latency. A tool that enables swift explo-
ration of the vast NoC design space is then in great demand to meet the stiff time
pressure over research and development.
Based on the work of AcENoCs, an NoC simulator designed on the basis of
software and hardware codesign seeking for a large simulatable network size, the
SPAcENoCs (Scalable Platform for FPGA Accelerated Emulator of NoCs) employs
the Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) techniques to implement a simulator for even
larger NoCs without sacrificing simulation speed and cycle accuracy which have been
highlighted in the work of AcENoCs. This paper will focus on re-organization of the
given software/hardware codesigned frameworks so that the TDM techniques may
be applied. While both frameworks require re-design, the major efforts involve re-
construction of the hardware framework by adding data buffers and affiliated logic to
ensure the data generated in different time divisions are properly preserved and trans-
mitted. Various design tradeoffs over hardware budget and simulation performance
are also discussed and attempted in this paper. During the development process,
the techniques of device virtualization and generic programming are introduced to
overcome the verification challenges that are commonly seen in software/hardware
ii
codesigned systems.
The synthesis results of various design options suggested that the simulation of
a 9× 6 network, more than twice the size of largest applicable size in AcENoCs, can
be accommodated by the device. Based on the simulation result of AcENoCs, the
estimated speedup of SPAcENoCs over software simulator for the 9×6 NoC is around
28-94X, twice the one achieved by AcENoCs in a smaller network.
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As the size of transistors has been shrinking in computer processor manufacture
industry, people has steered to multi-core processor scheme to facilitate high perfor-
mance computing from developing single heavyweight superscalar processor whose
performance-to-power ratio and Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) have been lim-
ited by the serialized part of applications as describe by Amdahl’s law[1, 2]. Under a
multi-core scheme, multiple processors, scalar or superscalar, with certain communi-
cation connections for data sharing and synchronization are instantiated on a single
silicon chip. Each single processor or processing unit usually has narrower dispatch
width compared to a heavyweight superscalar one, but presents better performance
efficiency by avoiding area and power overhead required to enable a heavyweight
superscalar processor.
A new issue has then emerged and still remains as a key design challenge on
how inter-processor communication should be implemented to insure high throughput
and low latency data sharing and exchanges. The bus based communication network,
where a few senders and receivers share one set of bus, are used in systems with limited
number of processors, or nodes, to achieve high efficiency data exchange. However,
this traditional method does not scale well if it is deployed in a cluster with increased
number of processors. While multiple nodes keep requesting the privilege of using
the bus with iterations of request-conflict-request attempts, the bus is effectively
kept idle. As the total number of nodes and concurrent bus requests grows, the
probability of conflicts increases, wasting a significant portion of bus throughput
and power. In a system where infinite nodes communicate over one shared bus, the
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effective throughput is less than 40 percent of the bandwidth of the bus[3].
A new communication scheme, the Network-on-Chip (NoC), also called on-chip
interconnection network, designed by Dally and Towles, has been a popular scheme
for multi-core high performance computing architecture for the very sake of a robust,
high throughput, low latency and power efficient communication[4, 5]. The concept
of NoC has been applied in several products by commercial companies and research
institutions[6, 7, 8]. In an NoC architecture, multiple cores or function units are
attached to routers interconnected by router-to-router, or node-to-node, links. The
data requests and responses are transferred through these links between the nodes.
A data packet is divided into smaller slices, called flits, to fit into width of inter-
node connections, and traverses through the connections from sender (source) to the
receiver (destination). If the source and destination nodes are not directly connected,
the flits are then routed through several intermediate nodes. As there are multiple
routes between any source-to-destination pair, the nodes may communicate with their
peers concurrently without intervening and intervened by other peers, and thus the
congestions on a bus-based system may be greatly relieved. Besides, as alternative
routes exist between any pair of nodes, the system, with carefully designed data
routing algorithm, may be able to recover from occasional runtime link faults, which
is very difficult for a system based on shared bus.
Several design focuses factor into the ultimate performance and power consump-
tion of a proposed NoC. The topology of the network determines the floor plan of
the processing nodes and their attached routers and the way how these nodes are
connected. The micro architecture of the router has a great impact on the latency
that one data flit will face when it is traversed from a router’s input port to the
output port, determining the latency and throughput of the overall network. As the
congestion rate of an NoC depends on the routing algorithm, the latter one has also
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become an popular focus that interests most NoC researchers.
As all these factors interact and form a vast design space, there has been a great
amount of researches seeking the optimal selection of design decisions for different
application scenarios. However, it is usually difficult to explore the design space
in a short period of time, especially in an era when time-to-market requirement has
become a key pressure for a successful product. Thus, powerful tools that enable quick
exploration of the design space have been studied a lot and cannot be emphasized
any more.
A. Thesis Objective
Simulators for on-chip networks, supporting emulations with various detail levels and
collection of crucial factors like performance and power dissipation, are employed for
analysis and evaluation of a proposed on-chip network. A C/C++/SystemC based
simulator usually emulates behavioral functionality of routers in an on-chip network.
HDL simulators are employed for bit- and cycle- accurate emulations by running Reg-
ister Transit Level (RTL) model written in Hardware Description Language (HDL)
like VHDL or Verilog HDL.
Various levels of accuracy and details these emulators may provide, they are all
run sequentially due to very limited parallel computing capability of both program-
ming language and PC platform. As such NoC simulations, focusing on updating
internal states of multiple routers that work concurrently, cannot utilize the paral-
lelism inherited in an interconnection network. It even takes a long period of time for
such a simulator to complete the emulation over a small or moderate scaled on-chip
network. Besides the limitation of parallelism, it usually takes hundreds to thousands
of processor cycles to update a single component’s state update in one cycle, making
3
the simulation even slower.
Real hardware devices are then employed for acceleration of NoC simulations as
they can execute actual data operation in place of cycle-consuming emulation of data
flows. Also, one can instantiate multiple identical or similar hardware modules to
further accelerate the speed of simulation by avoiding sequential emulation. FPGA
is one of the most popular hardware accelerator solutions. Besides the advantages
mentioned above, FPGA devices are designed with reconfigurability, and may be
quickly deployed in respond to frequent changes of requirements during the evaluation
of interconnection networks with various configurations. In real practice, a single-chip
FPGA can accommodate an on-chip network whose size varies from 2 × 3 to 5 × 5,
depending on detail level of implementation and hardware resources of the chip. Such
schemes, with an FPGA running at 100-200 MHz, present one or two magnitude of
acceleration over a PC platform running at 2-3 GHz in terms of simulation time.
However, fast and flexible as is an FPGA-based emulator, it is restricted to
simulations for small and moderate scale interconnection network due to its logic re-
source constraints. Also, the simulation coordinator consists of complex control logic
which is difficult to implement and parallelize. Consequently, an FPGA-accelerated
simulator is usually divided into software and hardware partitions for a tradeoff be-
tween performance, complexity and efficiency of the design flow, and simulated scale.
AcENoCs is one of the FPGA-based NoC simulation accelerators, and its largest
applicable simulation scale is 5× 5 due to the mentioned limitation.
This paper, the SPAcENoCs, presented an attempt, based on the work of AcENoCs[9,
10, 11], which furthers the exploration of the design space by employing TDM tech-
niques. A large scaled NoC network, typically larger than 4x4, can be divided into
such slices that each of them may fit into the single FPGA chip. If properly coordi-
nated, these slices can be simulated one each time using the same hardware without
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intervention with others. The division plan is flexible depending on the hardware
resource budget and size of the entire network. This paper presented the imple-
mentation of SPAcENoCs with compile-time reconfigurability that supports variable
sizes of both entire network and divided slices. By employing TDM techniques, the
research also demonstrates the possibility of emulating large scale NoC, larger than
the scale that one single FPGA chip may normally accommodate.
B. Thesis Organization
The remainder of the paper will be organized as follows. Chapter II discusses previous
related works that utilized different trading-off strategies for various design prospects.
Chapter III reviews the design of AcENoCs on the basis of which SPAcENoCs is im-
plemented, and presents the SPAcENoCs’ implementation of software and hardware
frameworks that are beyond the design of AcENoCs. Chapter IV demonstrates the
techniques to overcome the verification challenges and evaluates performance of the
implementation. At last Chapter V concludes the work of SPAcENoCs and proposes




Because of the need for exploration of the vast design space formed by various NoCs
design factors and for locating critical design and performance bottlenecks into an
early state of NoCs’ design flow, several types of NoC simulation frameworks and tools
have been proposed with different design emphasis and highlights. These method-
ologies have focused on simulation speed for reduced validation time, or simulation
details for more evaluation accuracy, or both. Regardless of diversified simulation
languages and models these works have used, the methodology can be generally char-
acterized into two classes – the software and FPGA accelerated emulators.
A. NoC Software Simulators
Software NoC simulators may perform all levels of abstraction based on the tradeoffs
between the focuses of simulation speed and simulation accuracy. Generally, as a
simulation with lower level of abstraction (with more details and accuracy) requires
more states evaluation and updates, the emulation time increases. Thus, for the sake
of tolerable simulation time, some of the software simulators, usually using System C
and its extensions as the barebones, performed system level simulation with limited
details. Kogel et al.[12], Lu et al.[13], and Pestana et. al[14] all proposed System C
based simulators providing ability for general comprehension on impacts of high level
design factors over the NoCs’ performance. All these simulators traded simulation
accuracy off, due to the nature of System C, for prompt evaluation and validation of
proposed NoCs.
On the other hand, the study on network topology requires cycle accurate sim-
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ulators for interested researchers to aid their design and evaluation flow at the cost
of simulation speed. The Proteo NoC[15] and OCIN TSIM[16], written in System C
or C++, with reconfigurability, cycle accuracy and support for diversified topologies,
were all considered slow in terms of simulation speed. Some other cycle-accuracy
seekers tried to reduce the simulation time by combining languages with different
speed and accuracy characteristics. The modules that require higher level of ab-
straction can be run on a less-accurate-but-faster language to increase the simulation
speed, while the modules needing high accuracy can be simulated by a more accurate
language that takes longer to finish. The work of Goossens et al.[17] was one of the
examples, which combined System C for transaction level simulation, and VHDL for
cycle accurate emulation. However, the authors had to carefully handle the mismatch
of accuracy between the two sides and special additional were needed to synchronize
the data exchange caused by different simulation speeds.
Hard as all these works had tried to manage both level of details and speed of
simulation without compromising each other, the researchers could never circumvent
the sequential nature of any software simulator. As the detail level of simulation
furthers and the size of the simulated network scales, the simulation time increases
accordingly as it scales proportionally to the detail level and simulation size. As a
result, the speed and accuracy of the simulation become constraining factor on each
other and tradeoffs have to be made.
B. FPGA Based NoC Emulators
FPGA based emulation schemes have then come into the sight of NoC researchers as
the accuracy-speed dilemma can be mitigated by the devices’ parallel nature. Genko
et al.[18, 19] proposed an FPGA based scheme on Xilinx Vertex II Pro device con-
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taining an embedded PowerPC processor. In their work, the traffic generator, traffic
receptor, and the simulated network were all implemented with hardware resources
commonly known as look-up tables and flip flops. The traffic generators supported
both stochastic and realistic traffic types, and the associated source queue were stat-
ically decided. The Xpipes compiler[20] was utilized to generate reconfigurable NoC
components. The PowerPC executed software binary code that had overall control
over the entire simulation. Their experiments suggested that the simulation could be
finished within several seconds as compared to a couple of hours by a general soft-
ware simulator. However, fast as this design was, it was far from an optimal solution.
The size of the network, a 3 × 2 mesh, was relatively small compared with the ones
in other works. This was resulted from the fact that most of the control logic was
implemented with the hardware logic resources, which could have been implemented
with software codes with better performance-to-utilization ratio. Also, as the hard-
ware resources for source queues were uniformly and statically distributed among the
nodes, they might not be fully utilized while simulating a non-uniform traffic pat-
tern. In NoCOP, proposed by Liu et al.[21], a similar combination of hardware and
software frameworks was also employed. Instead of having an embedded controlling
processor, a hosting computer was introduced to coordinate the emulation process
by communicating with FPGA device through USB connections. All other crucial
NoC components, including the network, the traffic generators and receptors, were
implemented with hardware resources.
Some other researchers focused on the potential of simulating a large scaled NoC
instead of extreme simulation speed demonstrated in the above two works. In the
work by Wolkotte et al.[22] which was one of the most representative works, a tech-
nique called Time-Division Multiplexing was employed to overcome the limitation
of network size. Instead of implementing every node in a large size NoC and easily
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hitting ceil of the hardware resources, they only physically implemented one node in
the device and different nodes in the NoC were simulated sequentially on the only
physical implemented node, one node per clock cycle. After each node’s emulation
was complete, its states would be stored to a large memory for use in the further
simulations. Besides the FPGA chip housing the only one physical node, an SoC
board housing two ARM processors and on-chip memory modules was connected to
the FPGA board. The ARM cores were well coordinated with the FPGA chip so that
the entire system could track the flow of data correctly. In this scenario, the commu-
nications between chips and memory accesses added huge overhead to the simulation
speed. Besides, it is not power efficient to repeatedly move the states of the node
back and forth between the FPGA board and SoC board. Also, implementation of
one single node in the FPGA chip was inefficient as most the hardware resources were
not utilized. The multi-board scheme also increased design cost and complexity. That
said, the simulator demonstrated limited speedup over a pure System C simulator.
The DART[23] also applied similar idea to the design, where a single I/O channel
was implemented in FPGA rather than an entire node. Although the detail level and
simulation accuracy were better guaranteed, the hardware resource utilization did not
improve, and the simulation speed became worse.
AcENoCs[9, 10, 11] sought for a fast and cycle accurate simulator solution that
also supported large simulated network size by combining and looking for tradeoff
points between SW/HW frameworks. While hardware implemented TGs were fast,
they consumed a huge amount of logic resources and constrained the available network
sizes. In AcENoCs, the TGs were implemented in SW executed by on-chip MicroBlaze
processors. Slower as the software TGs were, a great amount of hardware resources
were released, making it possible to implement a larger interconnection network. The
synthesis results suggested that AcENoCs was able to run simulations for network
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up to 5 × 5 in size. On the other hand, the large simulated network size did not
harm simulation speed too much. For the simulation of a 5 × 5 network, AcENoCs
demonstrated 14-47X speed up over software simulators
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CHAPTER III
SPAcENoCs DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter, we will briefly review the design AcENoCs, the basis that SPAcENoCs
is implemented on. Also, we will discuss in detail the efforts beyond the work of
AcENoCs that enables SPAcENoCs as a simulator for a larger scaled on-chip inter-
connection network compared with the applicable largest size presented in AcENoCs
for the sake of further exploration of larger design space. To support a larger network
without exceeding the hardware resource constraints, we re-introduce the time divi-
sion multiplexing techniques utilized in the work of DART[23] while presenting better
tradeoff between emulation speed and largest applicable network size. Under such a
scheme, a large NoC, usually larger than 5x5, is divided into several, say N , slices,
each of which is suitable for simulation on a single FPGA chip. The philosophy of
the time division multiplexing lies on reuse of the hardware logic for different slices
of the entire NoC. As it takes N cycles, one cycle for each slice, to emulate the whole
network, the time division multiplexing method trades overall simulation speed for a
larger applicable network size. This chapter will also discuss the design decisions sur-
rounding the key hardware resources that impose constraints on the implementation
of the simulations.
A. Review of AcENoCs Emulation Platform
As discussed in Chapter II, AcENoCs employed co-design of software[9] and hardware[10]
frameworks for the sake of implementing an NoC simulator that supports large scaled
network. The decision of SW/HW design was based on the observation and fact that
the TG logic consumed a large portion of the hardware resources. It is, however,
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much easier to implement by running software code, slower than the hardware im-
plementation, on a light-weight processor that consumes less hardware budgets. In
other words, the co-designed frameworks brought a tradeoff between the simulation
speed and simulation size.
1. Platform Constitution
AcENoCs was implemented on Xilinx XUPV5 FPGA board[24] housing a Virtex-5
VLX110T FPGA device. A baseline design of AcENoCs contained several major
components:
1. MicroBlaze Processor The MicroBlaze processor, running at 125 MHz, is a
customizable processor supported by ISE toolkits. The MicroBlaze executes
software code that generates traffic, injects and tracks flits, and collects ejected
flits.
2. On-Chip Network: The on-chip network may accommodate up to 25 (in a 5×5
mesh) NoC routers, each of which is designed with pipeline and programmable
delay. The interconnecting links between the nodes have constant one-cycle
delay. Besides, a simplified Traffic Receptor (TR) is instantiated per Virtual
Channel (VC) per router’s output port to relief the buffering pressure in the
software framework.
3. Peripheral Output Port: All runtime info is printed on host PC’s display through
the RS232 connection between an on-chip serial UART controller and the host-
ing PC.
4. Buses: AcENoCs utilized Processor Local Bus (PLB) to enable communications
among other components within the design, including the processor, the network
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and the UART controller. The software framework, the MicroBlaze processor,
injects (ejects) flits by writing to (reading from) I/O registers specified by pre-
defined physical addresses corresponding to the routers.
2. Emulation Flow
The entire simulation consists of iterations of simulation cycles and ends either all the
generated flits have been traversed through the network as expected or the emulated
cycles have reached the cycle limit, whichever comes earlier. The simulation will
also be terminated abruptly if any unexpected error happens. Each simulation cycle
contains several sequential phases:
1. One simulation cycle begins with asserting a rising edge on NoC’s clock by
writing one bit of “1” into NoC’s designated clock register. This rising clock edge
effectively activates NoC which receives injected flits, ejects flits, and signals
packets’ completion. The clock is deasserted several processor cycles later.
2. Traffic generation for each node/router is triggered and generated flits are put
in a dynamic software source queue for injection. A flit is injected at one node
if its source queue is non-empty and its FIFO buffer is not full.
3. The processor accesses NoC’s status register to detect whether any packet’s
completion or error event has occurred at any node. The completed packets’
info, as indicated by the status register, will be read out of the TR registers and
sent to corresponding software TR.
4. The software TR deciphers received completed packet and merges the packet’s
delay with the NoC’s aggregate latency data.
5. The NoC’s clock is asserted again, initiating a new simulation cycle.
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B. Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) Method
In this paper, the time division multiplexing method borrows the exact idea applied in
many fields, including digital wireless communication and multi-task processing over
one physical processor, the idea that multiple tasks, may share one or a few limited
resources by allowing each of them exclusively owning the resource in different time
slots. As long as the time slots are divided equally, the tasks appear to share the
resource equally and simultaneously although they physically grab and utilize the
resource in turn.
In our scenario, the task corresponds to the slices divided from the entire network;
and the “resource” corresponds to the FPGA resources instantiated for any one of
the slices. However, the implementation of TDM for this work is not as easy as
TDM in digital wireless modulation where the bitstreams are usually independent
from each other and no synchronization is required between any of these bitstreams.
In SPAcENoCs, one slice communicates with its neighboring slices by both sending
and receiving controlling and data messages, and the sequence of handling inter-slice
data flits is key to the functionality of sequentially simulated slices. As SPAcENoCs
is based on the work of AcENoCs and inherits combined framework of software and
hardware implementation, the upgrade for TDM method requires coordination from
both frameworks.
1. Hardware Framework Implementation
In SPAcENoCs, only a small portion of the entire network, a slice, is physically
implemented in the FPGA chip. To enable data exchanges between logically adjacent
slices which are simulated on the same physical slice, the slice is connected like a torus
topology even for the simulation of a mesh network. A brief diagram of the slice’s
14
torus-like connection is shown in Figure 1. The remainder of this subsection will





Fig. 1. An Example of Connections for a 2× 2 Slice
In order to improve digital circuits’ performance, throughput in other words,
pipeline is very popular in practice. Under a pipeline scenario, a long delay logic
path is divided into two or more shorter parts which may function in parallel over the
inputs in different cycles instead of being kept waiting for the signal to propagate to
the end of a long path in the non-pipelined scheme. The NoC routers, as described
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in Chapter III, are designed with pipelines for the very sake of optimizing the overall
throughput of the network. There are usually two parts of logic in a classic non-TDM
pipelined design, which is also the case especially for a synchronous FPGA design:
1. Combinational logic: The combinational logic performs functional logic that
is expected in current stage. Its inputs usually originate from the outputs of
flip-flops (FFs) in the previous pipeline stage, and its output is stored into FF,
which is introduced below, of current stage by the time when next clock edge,
rising or falling depending on devices’ implementation, arrives.
2. Flip-flop (FF, a.k.a Register): FFs are widely used in digital circuits to ensure
synchronization of data across the entire design. They act like gates, or barriers,
for data flow to be aligned to the clock regardless when the data are actually
ready in different logic paths. In common practice, the synchronization point
of an FF is the rising edge of the clock signal. When one clock’s rising edge
arrives, the FF will allow the data on its input port to pass through and to be
presented on its output port, and it’s output will not change, regardless of its
input’s transition, until next rising edge of the clock.
While it is pretty straightforward to understand how data are propagated through
a series of pipeline stages under a non-TDM scheme, more attention and efforts are
required to guarantee the data flows correctly in a TDM scenario when the hardware
work discontinuously in terms of clock cycles for a single slice. The major efforts for
hardware implementation to support TDM involve two parts: the intra- and inter-
slice data exchange.
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a. Intra-slice Data Exchange
The intra-slice data exchange, the data exchange within one slice, involves data flows
that are pipe staged within routers in the same slice. When the time slot for one slice
becomes active, the combinational logic in a certain stage should obtain its input
from the result that its previous stage created in the slice’s last ACTIVE cycle. If
the combinational logic directly accesses the output of previous stage’s FF as in a
non-TDM scheme, it will find itself operating on something that is the result that
ANOTHER slice, which just functioned in the previous physical cycle, has generated.
On the other hand, when a slice’s active cycle is coming to its end, preparing to hand
the ownership of the hardware resource to anther cycle, we need to make sure all
calculated results are properly staged without any risk of being overwritten by the
ones produced by other slices. A single FF will not achieve this for sure as it can only
stage, or store, the result for one cycle before it is overwritten whereas we need data
to be safe for N cycles in an N-slice TDM scheme. Instead, we need a buffer.
The buffer should be such implemented that supports one read for providing
input for next stage and one write for staging current stage’s results. A FIFO is
adequate but may be an over-kill as the rate of producer and consumer is constantly
equal and detectors for over- and under-flow, which involves wasteful comparators,
are unnecessary. In SPAcENoCs, the TDM buffer consists of one 0 to N − 1 counter
with encoded output, one logN to N decoder, one N to 1 MUX, and a file of flip-flops
with N entries. The counter acts like the index for both read and write pointers. The
output of the counter is also fed into decoder, the outputs of which are connected to
the enable ports of the N-entry FFs to indicate which slot is supposed to be written
at next clock edge. The counter also determines which entry should be read out
of FF for the combinational logic. After several months of working in Marvell, the
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author realized that there might be an alternative solution, in which a cyclic chain of
registers replace the counter, providing shifted N -bit onehot vector as the output. In
this solution, the onehot vector is shifted once every physical cycle, and enables one
and only one data buffer’s entry to accept producer’s data on the write side. On the
read side, this one hot vector drives the “selection” input of an AND-OR MUX that
also acquires data from all FFs and provide only one set of data indicated by the one
hot vector. The second solution may spare more Look-Up Table (LUT) blocks at the
cost of several more flops.
b. Inter-slice Data Exchange
Under the inter-slice scheme, where data flow across the boundary between the slices,
similar buffers are involved for properly handling and storing these data. However,
the read and write pointers of the buffer behave differently compared with the ones
under intra-slice scenario. In the intra-slice scheme, the output of the counter, acting
as an ordering indicator of the active slice, may be used directly for indexing the buffer
slots for read and write as the slice always operates on the data labeled with the same
index. On the contrary, under inter-slice scenario, counter cannot be directly applied
for the index of boundary-crossing data as their sources’ and destinations’ indices are
different from the index of the active slice. A mapping algorithm, involving index
and position of the active slice’s and direction of the I/O port, is needed to calculate
the both pointers.
Moreover, attentions are needed to avoid data alias for storage of data crossing
the slices’ boundaries which does not happen in an intra-slice scheme. Consider, in
a simple case, two slice instantiated in a row and the inter-slice buffer between one
pair of the routers that communicates over the slice boundary. After Router A, the
one on the left, finishes its simulation at Cycle 1, and puts one flit in its east bound
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output port; and then the active slot of Router B, the one on the right, has come for
its simulation at Cycle 1. Router B should not take the output of Router A’s output
which was just generated in the previous physical cycle as that flit is supposed to be
consumed by Router B at Cycle 2. Instead, the data, if any, Router B is supposed to
consume are the ones produced by Router A at Cycle 0. Thus, at the point of when
Router A prepares to inject data into the buffer at Cycle 1, we need to make sure
that the flit, generated in Cycle 0 and yet consumed by Router B at Cycle 1, is NOT
overwritten. In other words, any router on the edge of one slice should preserve its
un-consumed stale data while producing new, or current, data.
That said, it is the simplest yet least efficient to achieve this by doubling the
number of slots for a boundary-crossing buffer. This method simplifies the design
of counter and counter-to-pointer mapping algorithm at the cost of more FFs. As
discussed in the following section, budget for FF is one of the constraining resources
and thus we should optimize the usage of FF, especially when these FFs are used for
staging a large chunk of bits, more than 32 for each entry in our scenario, to realize
a slice as large as possible. A closer observation that one slice consumes the same
amount of data, in terms of number of buffer entries, as the ones it produces, may
help us optimizing the buffer’s utilization by re-use the entries whose data are just
consumed. Thus, only one more redundant entry is needed to avoid data aliases.
However, this solution complicates the design of mapping algorithm which varies
greatly depending on slice’s size, layout of the slices and directions of the I/O.
In SPAcNoCs, a tradeoff is made between resource utilization and design com-
plexity by adding one additional entry for each row or column depending on the
communication direction in which an inter-slice buffer is used in. For one NoC that
is divided into R×C slices, the number of entries for horizontal, or east-west bound,
inter-slice buffers is R× (C + 1), and (R+ 1)×C for vertical communications, respec-
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tively. One 0-to-R − 1 row counter and one 0-to-C − 1 column counter, instead of a
single 0-to-N − 1 counter, are employed to help calculating read and write pointers.
2. Software Framework Implementation
Compared with upgrade efforts for hardware implementation, software implementa-
tion is more trivial as the C code usually ensures better flexibility for re-organization.
The upgrade efforts involve several major changes for the purposes of either mainte-
nance flexibility or support of further functionality:
1. Establishment for TDM: In AcENoCs, one physical cycle, the cycle that exe-
cuted on the physical NoC, is equal to one logical/virtual cycle, the cycle in
which all parts of the NoC finishes one physical cycle’s simulation. However,
this is not the case for SPAcNoCs where one logical cycle consists of N , or
R×C physical cycles for a sliced interconnection network. The software needs
to address this issue by adding one more level of iteration outside the process of
clock toggle, flits’ injection and ejection. All the source and destination coordi-
nates should also take the active slice’s position into account and be adjusted
accordingly.
2. Flit Format’s Re-organization: In AcENoCs’ flit format, the position of source
or destination node is represented by a pair of X and Y coordinates where
both X and Y are presented and transmitted with 3 bits. This representation
effectively confines the largest applicable size to an 8×8 network regardless of the
availability of the hardware resources. In SPAcENoCs, the bits representing X
and Y are extended with one bit, enabling the simulation of an interconnection
network as large as 16× 16 which is larger than most, if not all, of state-of-art
NoC implementations. The extension of the coordinates results in shrinking of
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the “PacketID” from 12 bits to 10 bits, adding the risk of packet aliasing. We
can resolve this by assigning source-node-specific packet ID rather than a global
one. The tracking infrastructure also needs corresponding updates.
3. Removal of Unrolled Loops: AcENoCs’ software implementation employed a
technique called “Loop Unrolling” commonly known for reducing branch mis-
predictions penalties and thus improving the performance of the processor.
However, the manually unrolled loops impede the efforts for parameterizable and
reconfigurable implementation which is one of the crucial features of SPAcENoCs.
Thus, the manually unrolled loops are removed in our software framework to
enable quick deployment and to avoid generating multiple copies of source codes
to support various slice and network sizes. The loss of performance due to re-
moving unrolled loops is marginal as the overhead for determination on loop
condition is negligible compared with the code size of the body of the iteration.
Also we may rely on compiler which unrolls the loops as part of its optimization,
which does not impose and difficulty for reconfigurable code writing.
4. Code Re-organization: In a normal framework of C codes, source codes contain
two parts, the header (.h) file containing macros and definitions of customized
data structures, and C (.c) file containing actual data structures and functional
codes. In normal practice, declaration of global variables should be avoided in
header files and a header file should be protected by “ifdef” macros to prevent
multiple instantiation when it is included by multiple other files. However,
AcENoCs framework did not follow these principles in general, which caused
several issues during the attempt for upgrading it into SPAcENoCs. These issues
are resolved by separating declaration and definition of global variables into
header and C files, and by replacing inclusion of a C file with its corresponding
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header file.
C. Design Over Resources
In SPAcENoCs framework, hardware resources have always been the major focus
since the beginning of the work. As multiple design decisions interact upon the usage
of the resources, it is difficult to predict the optimal size for both the slices and the
entire network, even given the work of AcENoCs. Several configurations varying from
design parameters of routers, slices and the whole network, implementation input FI-
FOs and even the software setup may affect the applicable design options. As most
of the combinational logic can be reused and does not scale while applied for TDM
implementation, the budget of LUT, the hardware to implement combinational logic,
appears not to be our major concern over resource availability. However, the MUX
does scale proportional to the number of slices. The budget on storage sources is also
imposing a restrictive over the design of SPAcENoCs. This section will discuss im-
plication of several major design decisions and their implications over these available
resource budgets.
As SPAcENoCs is developed on the basis of the work of AcENoCs, the con-
figuration of AcENoCs is a good reference as the starting point of exploring design
feasibility. The major parameters of AcENoCs’ implementation that impact the re-
sources utilization are listed in Table I
1. LUT Resources
According to AcENoCs, LUT resource is the bottleneck for the potential of realizing
a larger interconnection network. The method of TDM also aims at reducing the
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Table I. Summary of Resource-Related Parameters
Feature Parameter Value
Network Size 2D Mesh (2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5)
Input Ports per Router 5 (4 from neighbors and 1 from local)
Virtual Channels per Input Port 2
Depth per Virtual Channel 8
Link Width/Flit Size 32 bits
Max Programmable Delay Cycles 3
BRAMs Used by CPU 64
usage of combinational logic which consumes LUT resources. However, the size of
multiplexers (MUXes) will scale as the number of slices increments because they are
largely needed for selecting desired data out of N entries in the data buffers described
in the previous sections.
Actually, as we will see by discussing other limiting factors, LUT resource is still
the major restriction over the attempt for implementing more and larger slices in
SPAcENoCs. In theory, the ultimate applicable entire network size is determined by
the size of each slice and total number of the slices. However, while it is easy to enlarge
the slice’s size, 5×5 as in AcENoCs, it is difficult to achieve a reasonable number of
slices for a 5×5 slice because of scaled requirements for LUT to implement MUXes. To
make it worst, a larger slice will demand more routing resources, consume more LUTs
and make the budget even tighter. In other words, the number and the size of slices
are fighting each other under given resources for us to achieve an optimal emulatable
network size. To realize the optimal/largest network size, a tradeoff between the two
factors are needed by shrinking the slice’s size and utilizing released resources to scale
the number of slices. We have attempted several slice setups and the optimal overall
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size we could get is a 9×6 network divided into six 3×3 slices, more than twice as
large as a 5×5 network, the largest applicable size that AcENoCs could achieve. As
the LUT resource is the key constraint of SPAcENoCs, the following discussion will
base on the settled configuration of the slices.
2. Block RAM V.S. Distributed RAM
In Xilinx XC5VLX110T FPGA[24] chip, 148 physical RAM blocks (BRAMs) dedi-
cated for RAM-based IP applications, are instantiated. Each of these BRAMs, with
36K-bit capacity, can be instantiated memory that supports one read port plus one
write port whose clocks may be either synchronous or asynchronous to each other.
On the other hand, XC5VLX110T contains Distributed Memory modules, up-to 1120
Kb in size, that may also be used for RAM-like modules.
Based on the AcENoCs’ settings listed in Table I, the overall demand for regis-
ter/data storage is 3475 bits per router, the major amount, more than 3100 bits of
which is consumed by input buffers and programmable delay registers. Then in the
9×6 network, the total register consumption would be around 188K bits, far away
from the limitation of distributed memories or BRAMs. Virtual Channel (VC) is the
major part of the input unit and largest consumer of registers/FFs throughout the
entire router. Under a design of Each VC can be implemented with one BRAM or
distributed memories using the macros that Xilinx ISE design toolkit[25] provided:
1. BRAM Implementation: For 6-slice network implementation, the total storage
usage for a single VC is 32(bits per entry)×8(entries per slice)×6(slices) =
1536 bits which may fit into one BRAM. As SPAcENoCs inherits the major
framework of AcENoCs, 64 of these BRAMs (256KB in size) are allocated for the
use of MicroBlaze IP processor, and 84 BRAMs are available for implementing
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VCs. In a router with 5 input ports with 2 VCs per port, 10 VCs or BRAMs are
needed and 90 BRAMs are needed for a 3×3 slice, which exceeds the BRAM’s
quota. However, we can still implement VCs with BRAMs for 8 routers and
“borrow” some distributed memory to implement the VCs for the last router.
2. Distributed Memory Implementation: This method may take advantage of the
fact that the memory is such distributed may impose less routing constraints
compared with BRAM implementation. Also, the actual test showed that dis-
tributed memory implementation has better timing behavior than the BRAM
implemented ones.
3. Memory Usage
In implementation of the processor, BRAM are used as its RAM memory which will
accommodate all the text segment, stack segment and data segment. The text seg-
ment contains the compiled binary code that does not vary much which the simulated
size of the network scales. The stack segment is used for stack which will be occupied
by local variables that are used in various functions. The data segment is used for
holding global variables and queues that track the packets to inject and ones ejected
from the network. As the global space occupied by these queues is proportional to the
total number of the nodes, the overall memory space will also limit the overall size of
emulated interconnection network. The data space required by the 9×6 network can
be fit into the given memory space.
Application of off-chip DRAMs is also an alternative solution which may enable
software framework tracking substantially more queue for larger network. However,
this will degrade the simulator’s performance by adding latency of accessing off chip
memory. The support for DRAM will require more logic resources for Memory Man-
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agement Unit (MMU), imposing a tighter constraint over emulation size. Also, as
discussed above, memory space is not the most restrictive factor over the emulatable
size. All said, we don’t apply DRAM memories in the implementation of SPAcENoCs.
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CHAPTER IV
SPAcENoCs DESIGN VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
In this chapter, we will demonstrate how the challenge of verifying design of SPAcENoCs
is resolved by adding reference models and verify the both framework separately. In
our solution, software framework is verified first and becomes part of reference model
and stimulus generator for the hardware framework verification that follows. We will
also conclude this chapter by a discussion over the performance of the SPAcENoCs
based on the results of AcENoCs.
A. SPAcENoCs Desgin Verification
Design verification has always been a vital process during the procedure of project and
product development, and usually requires more human resources and takes longer
time than the design work. Verification of FPGA design is a constant challenge
among the verification tasks due to its nature of low internal observability as well as
the time spent in repeatedly compile-program iterations for fixes to be patched into
erroneous design. This challenge further deteriorates in a design, like SPAcENoCs,
where software and hardware frameworks are combined and intensively interact with
each other and thus it is difficult to verify the two frameworks individually.
However, difficult as the verification of a combined design is, it is still possible
to separate the two frameworks and verify either of them individually by designing
an intermediate model in place of the actual framework. This intermediate model,
or reference model, should be easy to implement, bug free, and cooperative based on
the interface and protocol given by either side of the framework.
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1. Software Framework Verification
As discussed in previous Chapter III, the software framework behave as a data gen-
erator and collector, and the simulation task, data processing task in other words,
is handed over to the hardware framework by injecting flits in to the network and
receiving them after the flits traversed their designated path inside the NoC. Thus,
the software framework would not function correctly if the NoC, its hardware coun-
terpart, were removed for the sake of individual verification. We then need a simple
and correct model, called Virtual NoC, plugged into the software framework so that
it makes software framework believe it is interacting with a physical NoC without the
presence of the physical network.
a. Virtual NoC Implementation
The Virtual NoC is written in C++ which is easy to implement by employing Stan-
dard Template Library(STL) when dynamic queues are involved in this reference
model. For verification and testing purposes, it should at least support following
features:
1. Flit Comprehension: The ability to comprehend the flits, especially the head
flits, is in the first place of the features to enable correct handling of the flits.
Whenever a head flit is injected, the coordinates of source and destination nodes
are extracted and parsed. An instant check is conducted to make sure the flit
is injected correctly into expected source node.
2. Flit Queue Management: After a flit is injected, it is put in an internal tracking
structure. Instead of simulating how it is traversed through designated path
inside the network, which is worth a light-weight software NoC simulator and
a new individual paper, we simply put it in queue-like data structure. Flits
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in the in-flight queues are tracked using time out mechanism in which a flit’s
life time, set as an arbitrary but reasonable positive number when injected,
decreases to zero over time before it is ejected and returned to the software
data collector. This simplification, without violating NoC’s behavior model and
software-hardware protocol, reduces verification complexity, and avoids unnec-
essary debugging efforts for the Virtual NoC itself.
3. Time-Out Mechanism: As discussed above, a flit’s life time decrements as time
elapses. However, the flits should be such carefully handled that their life time
decrements only when their active cycle has just finished (or arrived). For
simplification, each flit’s active cycle is the same as the one of the slice that it is
injected. In other words, a flit’s life time is reduced once every N cycles in an N -
sliced network. When a flit’s life time reaches zero, it is put into another Traffic
Receptor(TR) queue of its destination node. As the actual value of a flit’s or
a packet’s lifetime does not affect the functionality of the software framework,
for the sake of simplification and reducing chances of bugs, the Virtual NoC
supports only constant initial life time that is set during a flit’s injection. Also,
the constant life time eases the management of in-flight queue by enqueueing
newly injected flits at the tail of the queue and all the flits are naturally sorted
by their life time. At the end of every active cycle when we need to eject time-
out flits, we just need to dequeue the head of the queue until the flit in the head
is not timed-out or the queue is empty.
4. Virtual Traffic Receptor: The virtual TR is a software model and replacement
of the physical TR instantiated as part of the physical NoC. It collects ejected
flits, checks integrity of the packet and reports the completion of a packet if all
its flits are received in order or an error message otherwise. Each nodes’ virtual
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TR will check the flits in its TR queue every active cycle and send message
back to the software framework for further bookkeeping. The virtual TR will
trigger an error message and abort the simulation if flits are received out of
order (because software framework injected out of order by mistake) or ejected
at wrong destination node (most likely by bugs inside the Virtual NoC). Upon
a report of a packet’s completion, a report flit, in the same format of a physical
TR’s output, is wrapped and sent back through the I/O between Virtual NoC
and software framework.
5. Global Slice Counter: The global slice counter corresponds to the counter in
physical NoC that indicates which slice’s active cycle has arrived.
b. Virtual NoC Connection
Given that Virtual NoC is completed, another question arises that how we should
connect, or attach, the Virtual NoC module to the software framework without too
many modifications in the software framework. This can be resolved by overriding
the system functions that the software uses to communicate with physical network.
In the software code, the controlling logic injects flits or toggles physical network’s
clock by using system macro called “FPGA TOP mWriteReg” provided by Xilinx.
Similarly, it collects status, ejected packet info and any possible errors returned from
hardware framework by calling “FPGA TOP mReadReg”. For the these two func-
tions, two of the function arguments are both needed: the base address, the offset,
and the read/write physical address is calculated by base addr + offset. And one
more arguement is need for the write function to indicate the value to be written into
the designated physical address . As each node of the physical NoC has two unique
physical address, one for accepting writes and one for providing read data from/to
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the software side respectively, we may tell from the physical address that which node
is intended to be written/read.
That said, we can connect the Virtual NoC to the software side by replacing the
content of the I/O functions while still applying the identical function signatures. To
achieve this, a new set of I/O functions, which exchange data between the Virtual
NoC and software side, is written as part of Virtual NoC. Also, the “fpga top.h”
header file, which provides links to the mentioned library functions, is replaced by a
new header file pointing to the new functions. In our practice, in order to compile
code for either verification or actual simulation purposes, the replacement of header
files as well as the code for Virtual NoC are protected by “ifdef/endif” pairs so that
we can easily compile the code for different purposed by applying just one different
compile option to the command line.
All said, the entire verification work over the software side is done on PC platform
using GCC compiler so that we do not have to verify the software side on the actual
FPGA platform which is slower and less convenient.
2. Hardware Framework Implementation
Amongst various challenges of verifying a hardware residing in FPGA, re-programming
time and low observability are the two major ones that prevent developers and re-
searchers of FPGA based projects. Simulation tools running on PCs are then intro-
duced to provide better observability without physical access to the FPGA devices.
In the verification practice of SPAcENoCs, off-line simulations are employed to enable
swift and convenient debugging.
That said, the generation of stimulus has become an issue especially when we
need a relatively large test set to obtain enough confidence over the design of hard-
ware framework. It is too inefficient, if not impossible, to generate these stimulus
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manually. The software framework, which has been verified by introducing Virtual
NoC, can now be trusted and deployed for generating stimulus in the syntax of Ver-
ilog HDL. To achieve this goal, the same “overriding” technique is applied on write
functions while data collecting part is disabled as only the injection functionality
is needed for the stimulus generation. Whenever the software calls the overridden
write function, either trying to toggle clock or to inject a flit, it prints several lines
of stimulus following Verilog HDL syntax into an output file. For example, when the
software tries to toggle the NoC’s clock by writing to the physical address specified
for the clock, two lines of Verilog code containing clock signal value as well as a fixed
simulation time delay will be printed as output. Analogously, Verilog statements as-
signing flit data to NoC’s data input and asserting the flit valid signal will be printed
when the software tries to inject one flit into a specific node. This output file is later
concatenated to other Verilog language fragments, which contains essential connec-
tivity, test environment setups, and instantiations of physical components, to form
a complete and legal Verilog one to be used for off-line simulation. This method is
called “Generic Programming” in the field of pure software development.
The checking of the simulation result is then visually checked by examining
both waveforms and output logs. While it is challenging by doing so, the physical
TRs embedded as part of the NoC free us from most of the checking efforts. We
may, however, apply software frameworks for off-line checking, which more efficient
in verification but complex to deploy. Thus, this method is not extensively discussed
in our work.
3. Verification Flow Automation
Running automated scripts is always convenient and error-proof compared with a
sequence of manual operations in Graphic User Interface(GUI), especially under the
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scenario where the sequence of operations are repeated many times making the hu-
man operator bored and prone to errors. Also it suffices to root most of the design
flaws by reviewing logs printed out by FPGA simulators. Moreover, the non-GUI en-
vironment is favored by lovers of Working-From-Home (WFH), by providing quicker
response while requiring less network bandwidth without compromising connection
security compared with a GUI remote desktop. In the practice of developing and ver-
ifying SPAcENoCs, the automated scripts used by the GUI environment are studied,
extracted and hacked (without violating the toolkits’ copyright, though) to run under
shell command prompt which works perfectly either locally or remotely through an
SSH connection.
B. SPAcENoCs Evaluation
In this section we will discuss the hardware resource utilization of SPAcENoCs and
estimate the speed-up over OCIN TSIM based on the actual result of AcENoCs.
1. Resource Utilization
As mentioned in Chapter III, the largest applicable network size is 9 × 6 with six
slices, each of which contains 3× 3 = 9 baseline routers presented in AcENoCs. The
ultimate utilization rate of FPGA logic slices (which contains LUT and FFs) is 99%,
almost hitting the ceiling of the resource budget. Compared with the 3 × 3 NoC
implemented in AcENoCs which used only 21% of the LUTs, we may tell that most
of logic resources are used for the implementation of MUXes and long boundary-to-
boundary routes.
Several adjustments in either configuration or implementation may help with the
utilization rates:
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1. Application of BRAMs for input FIFOs may reduce the usage for LUT, FFs
and distributed memories.
2. A shallower FIFO will effectively reduce the cost of logic slices.
3. A more aggressive, and thus slower, floor planning and routing algorithm may
help with the final implementation as well.
4. SPAcENoCs has not attempted options with slice smaller than 3 × 3 due to
time pressure. However, it is possible to improve overall network size by imple-
menting smaller sized slices which may release more resources from routing to
enable more number of slices to manage a larger overall network size.
2. Performance Estimation
As SPAcENoCs applies the TDM methods known for trading speed/time for space,
one question may arise that whether it is still able to gain reasonable speed-up over
OCIN TSIM compared with the numbers claimed by AcENoCs. Even without the
actual simulation on either side, we may, however, by applying very simple mathe-
matical calculations over the results of AcENoCs, estimate the ultimate speed-up of
SPAcENoCs over OCIN TSIM. In the work of AcENoCs, the FPGA aided simulation
accelerator, running at 125 MHz, demonstrated 14-47X speed-up, depending on flit
injection rate, over OCIN TSIM running on PC platform equipped with Intel Xeon
processor running at 3.2 GHz for a 5×5 NoC simulating synthesized workload. Also,
on AcENoCs, simulation of a 3× 3 NoC is generally 6 times as fast as simulation of
a 5× 5 network. Before starting our estimation, three more assumptions are needed:
1. The speed of software simulations run on PC platform scales with the total
number of NoC routers, given a fixed injection rate.
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2. The overall time spent on simulation on AcENoCs or SPAcENoces is the time
spent by software framework, because the simulation on hardware framework
is parallel to that on the software framework and the time the hardware spent
can be shadowed by the software side.
3. The overall time spent by SPAcENoCs for an N -sliced NoC is roughly N times
of the time cost for AcENoCs to simulate a NoC with the same size as the
slice, because one logical cycle in SPAcENoCs roughly equals to aggregation
ofN physical cycles, the latter of which spends the same time as AcENoCs.
Let TPC,M×N denote the time spent on PC-based simulation of an M×N NoC,





















This effectively means the SPAcENoCs is estimated to gain around 28–94X
speedup, based on the results of AcENoCs, over OCIN TSIM on a simulation of
9× 6 NoC. Several ways may further improve the performance of SPAcENoCs:
1. Higher clock frequency, although not applicable by ISE, may further accelerate
speed of the MicroBlaze Processor and thus reduce the overall simulation time
2. More powerful main processor that has better Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) will
reduce the simulation time
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3. Further handcrafted source code and aggressive compiler optimization may help
reduce the emulation time as well.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusions
While the VLSI technology rapidly advancing and enabling increasing number of pro-
cessors to be integrated on a single silicon chip, the traditional communication on the
basic of shared bus has become the impedance for the multi-processors to fully ex-
ploit their performance as the nature of shared bus does not favor the communication
where multiple parties fight to acquire the privilege for exclusively ownership of the
bus. NoC, or the interconnection network has come into the play as it enables high
throughput low latency and robust data communication amongst the multiple cores.
Due to the stiff time-to-market pressure for development of new products, an
NoC simulator is always desirable to be fast, cycle accurate and reconfigurable to
aid exploration of vast design space contributed by several major design aspects with
various flavors of options. It is generally difficult for the software based simulators,
serialized in nature, to accomplish fast simulation without sacrificing simulation ac-
curacy, FPGA devices are introduced to accelerate NoC simulation by utilizing its
parallel and reconfigurable nature.
While most of FPGA aided NoC simulators managed to either accelerate simu-
lation on a small sized NoC or emulate a large interconnection network, few of them
were able to accelerate the simulation over a large scaled NoC. Based on the efforts
of, and inheriting highlighted features of AcENoCs, which attempted to accelerate
simulation over a large scale NoC without sacrificing simulation speed and accuracy,
the SPAeENoCs further exploits such possibility for even larger NoCs by employing
TDM techniques. As LUT resource is the major restrictive constraint to support large
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simulated network size, the major part of combinational logic which consumes pre-
cious LUT resource, may be re-used under TDM scheme to enable FPGA to simulate
different regions of the network in different time slots. As a result, the SPAcENoCs
FPGA simulator, using the same resource that AcENoCs was allocated, is able to
simulate a network as large as more than twice the size of largest applicable size of
AcENoCs. With further refinery in code writing and implementation adjustment, it
is believed larger network size is also possible over the same FPGA device by using
the philosophy employed by SPAcENoCs.
During the verification of SPAcENoCs, we employed techniques like device virtu-
alization and generic programming to overcome the verification and debugging chal-
lenges that arose in the design with combined software and hardware frameworks.
And all these techniques can be applied and further improved to aid verification
procedures in the future work. The estimated performance speedup of SPAcENoCs
running at 150 MHz for a 9× 6 NoC is 28–94X faster than OCIN TSIM which is run
on processors operating at 3.2 GHz, showing the possibility and feasibility of FPGA
aided simulation over large scaled NoCs.
B. Future Work
While managing a new height in terms of finding the largest simulatable network size,
SPAcENoCs is just a starting point that can be further developed and improved in
following area or directions:
1. While SPAcENoCs only supports symmetric/identical sized slices, it is possible
for it to support asymmetric slices. For example, by support asymmetric slices,
we may simulate a 7× 7 NoC by slicing it into four, or more if necessary, parts:
4 × 4, 4 × 3, 3 × 4, and 3 × 3. The asymmetric slicing adds more flexibility of
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the overall network size.
2. Instead of using the on-chip MicroBlaze IP processor which is relatively weak
in terms of both frequency and computing capability, it is possible to replace
the core with a USB port that communicates to a hosting PC machine running
software simulator like OCIN TSIM. In such a scenario, the hardware resources
can be fully applied for implementing simulated NoC; and the powerful PC
processor takes the charge of control-oriented tasks like traffic generation, flits
injection and ejection, and statistics collection. As a result, both sides may fully
exploit their strength and further improve the performance of NoC simulation.
3. It is also possible to further explore possible network sizes by “playing” with
the slices’ layout and sizes. Although 9× 6 is claimed as the largest applicable
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